Sharp Bottom Echoes With Continuous Parallel (Conformable) Sub-bottom Reflections Recorded From Flat To Gently Rolling Sea Floor

Semi-prolonged Bottom Echoes With Discontinuous, Parallel Sub-bottom Reflections

Sharp To Prolonged Bottom Echoes With Transparent Or Non-reflective Internal Character (No Sub-bottoms) Commonly Contained In External Forms That Display Irregular Wedge, Mound, Fill Or Lens Shapes

Small, Regular, Overlapping To Singular Hyperbolic Bottom Echoes With Varying Vertex Elevations; Sub-bottoms Absent

Large, Single Irregular Hyperbolic Bottom Echoes With Widely Varying Vertex Elevations; Sub-bottoms Absent

Large, Overlapping, Irregular Hyperbolic Bottom Echoes With Widely Varying Vertex Elevations; Sub-bottoms Absent

Modern Channels Levee Crests Fan Edges

Piston Core Locations Piston Cores Shown In Figures